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We provide a comparative perspective on the contributions of the special issue with regard to their applied methods and findings. In addition, we discuss problems that arise when using ‘wrong’ or at least ‘incorrect’ versions of election manifestos by presenting replications of estimated policy positions of German parties. We show that the latter can result in biased estimates that may affect the outcome of theoretical models. On the basis of those findings, we present the idea of the open access archive polidoc.net to build up a common database for political texts.

INTRODUCTION

As shown through the studies in this special issue, the analysis of political texts provides considerable leverage in the estimation of the policy preferences of political actors. The leverage offered by textual analysis is not limited to political parties, furthermore, but also extends to political actors within parties or legislatures – precisely the level of politics where preferences are difficult or impossible to measure using other methods. Different problems call for different kinds of text analysis, each with its own advantages and drawbacks, but the variety of measurement challenges presented in this issue illustrates the ways that different approaches can produce reliable and valid estimates, compared with other methods and reinforced by the similarity of their findings compared to one another. Despite the complex and changing character of the German federal party system, with its rich set of intra-party differences, the articles presented in this issue reinforce each other with the similarity of their findings. Overall, the results demonstrate convincingly that the analysis of textual content, whether manual, partly, or fully automated, provides an effective, efficient, and replicable means for estimating the policy positions of political actors. The articles gathered in this special issue have used these methods to study very different questions pertaining to German political parties or individual party members in different arenas of party competition. One study found evidence of important vertical differences between positions of parties at the state and federal levels, by finding that the programmatic profiles of state parties tend to reflect the state-level differences in the social and economic composition of the electorate. Another study used textual analysis to draw attention to party cohesion and party discipline by identifying differences between the programmatic positions of individual Bundestag members, showing that they were not only...
distinctive but also different from those of their party cores. A third study highlighted
the assertiveness of parliamentary parties and governments in the legislative process by
using the wording of legislative proposals to map the positions of parties and the
federal government.

No matter how advanced our techniques for estimating political preferences from
texts, of course, our ability to use them will depend on the availability and the quality
of political documents to be analysed. These documents must be carefully selected,
furthermore, based on our knowledge that they contain sincere information about
their authors’ political preferences. Even when we may not understand the precise
nature of the textual representation of a political actor’s preferences, all valid
methods of a textual analysis rely on the assumptions that these preferences are con-
tained in text in some fashion. No amount of technical or statistical wizardry, in
other words, will extract valid policy preferences from the Free Democratic Party
(FDP)’s phone directory or from the Bundestag’s Bavarian cookbook.

While these pitfalls in textual selection may seem like easy traps to avoid, less
obvious may be the problem of how to deal with subtle differences in texts that
make them difficult to compare. Whatever method is used – human interpretative
coding or any of the recent computational techniques – the quality of the results
will also depend on whether the texts containing information on actors’ preferences
can be meaningfully compared. Proksch and Slapin’s contribution to this volume cri-
tically highlights this aspect when comparing the election manifestos of the federal
parties to the selection of speeches and other documents that have been used by the
‘Comparative Manifesto Project’ (CMP)¹ to measure the ideological position of
German political parties, and this is something we return to briefly below. We can
simply put more trust in inferences drawn from texts from similar contexts than
from a comparison of political texts drafted by different types of actors for different
purposes and addressing different audiences.

Finally, in addition to choosing valid, comparable texts, we must also pay careful
attention to practical issues related to checking for errors in our textual data. Not only
do such errors tend to creep easily and frequently into textual data, but they also tend to
be much more difficult to detect than errors in the typical numerical dataset, especially
when dealing with large quantities of text or texts in different languages. In their con-
tribution, König and Luig stress the importance of working with corrected party pro-
grammes that have been adjusted with the original document, because some parts or
words of the original text could be missing due to errors in scans or transcriptions.
As we demonstrate below, computational methods, most often based on word or
phrase frequencies, may be sensitive to misspellings. Fortunately, methods do exist
to detect and fix these data-related problems, as long as we are aware of them. Detect-
ing and fixing such problems, furthermore, will be greatly enhanced when the full texts
used for analysis are easily accessible by the political science community. Indeed, for
all three types of challenges we have outlined in the analysis of political text, the free
and easy accessibility of texts used in political analysis is vital for both replicability
and extendability – key objectives for further disciplinary progress in using political
texts as a fundamental source of information to learn more about political actors and
their policies. Part of our message in this conclusion to the special issue, therefore,
is to introduce the idea of an open access archive, polidoc.net, that allows researchers
to access, archive, and disseminate political texts of all kinds, notably electoral manifestos, government declarations and the like.

In the following section, we review the findings and implications of the various contributions in this issue on party politics in Germany and of content analytical approaches to measuring policy positions. The third section illustrates the importance of text selection and pre-processing for virtually any type of text analysis when comparing the results of different sources of text information: different versions of one election manifesto, different word pre-processing rules and the like. On the basis of those findings, the fourth section presents the idea of the open access archive polidoc.net to build up a common database for political texts. The final section discusses incentives for further studies on patterns of German party competition and its measurement with various methods of text analysis.

ESTIMATING POLICY POSITIONS OF POLITICAL ACTORS IN GERMANY: IS THERE CONGRUENCE IN THE RESULTS?

The initial question raised in the introduction of this special issue of German politics was how German parties behaved programmatically with regard to changes in the preferences inside the electorate, the number of relevant parties in the party system and different patterns in coalition politics. It was argued that the identification of ideological moves or – to be more specific – changes in the positions of parties in various policy areas requires the analysis of political texts as the most reliable and unbiased source of preferences of political actors. Compared to analysis of roll call votes or survey data of party elites or party supporters, texts drafted by the parties (or their intra-party groups) seem to be the best choice to identify their respective preferences, in particular if the research question deals with changes of the positions of political actors over time. Each contribution therefore made use of pre-existing data and refined it with new statistical approaches or referred to recent techniques of estimating policy positions of political actors. Wüst used data from the Euromanifesto dataset, which is based on a CMP-style coding of election manifestos for the European Parliament. He found that parties change their programmatic profile by strengthening European policy issues in their election manifestos for the European Parliament, but that the distance between parties and voters on a European policy dimension seems to play a minor role for most voting decisions. Linhart and Shikano incorporate two leading theories of voting behaviour – the proximity and directional model – into the analysis of party competition in Germany and developed a new method to estimate the positions and intensities of German federal parties on economic and social policy dimensions. Their results not only provide confidence intervals for the estimated party positions, but also make clear that a one-dimensional account is inappropriate for the analysis of German party competition. Bernauer and Bräuninger and Müller assumed on the basis of theoretical considerations that two dimensions – one based on left/right-wing economics and another based on social and moral liberalism versus conservatism – are required to analyse patterns of party competition in Germany. When using the results for coalition theories, Pappi and Seher even recommend distinguishing four to five large policy domains, each characterised by its own policy dimension and party configuration. Pappi and Seher then apply scaling techniques to estimate latent dimensions in the
text from relative word frequencies, in particular the ‘Wordscores’\textsuperscript{5} and ‘Wordfish’\textsuperscript{6} techniques. König and Luig apply a dictionary-based method (G-LIS) to extract the policy positions of parties and governments by analysing election manifestos and government declarations with regard to the legislative context, that is each proposal from the 4th to the 16th Bundestag terms. They derive the dimensionality of the policy space in Germany on the basis of a Bayesian factor analysis and identify two structuring dimensions in one of 14 policy areas (‘labour and social policy’ domain): the first dealing with economic or ‘resource’ issues, and the second defined by differences on ‘value’ issues. Their novel Bayesian approach not only allows empirical estimation of the policy space by allowing the importance of the issues to emerge from the data, but also makes it possible to estimate confidence intervals for the estimated quantities.

While the different approaches presented in this volume have indicated general agreement that German political competition is two-dimensional, there is less consensus as to exactly how the German parties should be located on these dimensions and how their programmatic positions have changed over time. All contributors agree that the Party of Democratic Socialism (PDS) as well as its successor party, the ‘Linke’, mark the leftmost border of a general left/right dimension or of a conflict line that specifically deals with economic and welfare issues. The Social Democrats and the Greens are located slightly to the left of centre, while the Christian Democrats are placed at the centre-right. In addition, König and Luig, Pappi and Seher as well as Proksch and Slapin identify a move of the Social Democrats towards the right during the 1990s on an economic left/right dimension (König/Luig and Pappi/Seher) as well as on the overall left/right dimension (Proksch/Slapin). Furthermore, the Greens also moved from their leftist positions in the 1980s and early 1990s towards more centrist policy goals. This is in line with the development of German party competition described in the introductory essay and also supported by Linhart and Shikano’s analysis of the CMP data. These patterns of change in the programmatic profile of German political parties on the federal and the state level may have affected coalition formation. One may argue that the Green party became a potential coalition partner at the federal level when it adopted moderate policy positions on economic issues and unequivocal support for the general political system. As an analysis of coalition formation in the German states has shown, using the preferences of state parties provides better results than applying the positions of federal parties. The data on the position change of German parties on the federal and state level also allows us to analyse whether parties change their programmatic profile for tactical motivations. Following the studies by McDonald and Budge\textsuperscript{7} and by Adams \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{8} one may argue that the parties change their positions with regard to the median voter or the preferences of their likely voters, respectively. While this argument is already tested on the national level in a comparative way, Bräuninger finds evidence that parties on the sub-national level behave in a similar way.\textsuperscript{9} None of these findings would be possible without applying new approaches of text analysis to the full text of sub-national election programmes. The data on the policy positions of German parties on the sub-national level and on the policy preferences of single MPs provide useful information for deeper-level analyses of legislative politics and the representation of constituency interests in parliament. One could, for instance, look at the impact of the electorate’s policy preferences and the macro-economic performance at the constituency level on
the policy position of the legislator that represents the respective constituency in the federal parliament.

There is only one major disagreement in the placements of German parties: the ‘Wordfish’ technique (employed by Proksch and Slapin as well as by Pappi and Seher) places the Liberals on the right-wing end of the social policy dimension, while analyses using the Wordscores technique indicate that the FDP in state election manifestos adopted a much more leftist policy position on this dimension (Müller), while the analysis of parliamentary speeches by Bernauer and Bräuninger indicates that even members of the FDP’s left-wing intra-party faction belong to the conservative spectrum of the social policy dimension or at least hold conservative positions similar to Christian Democratic MPs. Findings such as these at the intra-party level underscore the contribution of computerised text analysis: It enables researchers to relax the (often-criticised) assumption that parties act as unitary actors. By focusing on state election manifestos or the speeches of individual politicians, researchers can use estimated positions of state parties or MPs to analyse legislative decision-making, in particular in bicameral political systems such as the German one. Furthermore, text analysis can deliver new insights into decision-making inside political parties by looking at the preferences of – more or less – organised intra-party factions or even single party members. These types of intra-party questions would be difficult or impossible to investigate using party-level data such as manifestos.

Pappi and Seher argue that an application of the Wordfish technique tends to recover manifest policy differences between parties, whereas categories established by the Manifesto Research Group (MRG) capture ideological overtones which are built into traditional party images, in particular in societal policy. According to Pappi and Seher, this results in the progressive policy position of German Liberals on the social policy dimension when applying MRG/CMP data. One may also argue that Wordscores could produce biased estimates: because of the – potentially wrong – FDP’s placement on the social policy dimension by a number of expert surveys and their use as reference scores in the estimation process, the ‘true’ and thereby more conservative policy position of the Free Democrats on social issues cannot be estimated. Since Bernauer and Bräuninger also use the Wordscores technique to extract policy positions of speeches, but get different results from Müller (who analyses election manifestos on the state level), one may wonder whether the reason for the different results on the social policy position of the FDP at the state level and its MPs in the Bundestag is caused by the applied method of text analysis. One different reason could be that the Free Democrats use a very different vocabulary in their written documents that is complicated to capture for computational text analysis. Proksch and Slapin raise this point in their contribution to this special issue when discussing the relative frequency of the word ‘liberal’ in the FDP’s election manifestos.

While we can hardly purport to pass final judgement on the accuracy of one text scaling method versus another, the FDP example does demonstrate that different methods may yield different results, and suggests that these differences may be attributable to how different techniques handle positioning in higher dimensional spaces. The contributions by Proksch and Slapin and König and Luig make an additional point: they stress the quality of political documents that were used for estimating the preferences of German parties for each federal election. This aspect sets an incentive to look
at what happens when ‘wrong’ or ‘incorrect’ documents are used as proxies to extract policy positions of political actors. We discuss this aspect and the idea of creating an open access database of political documents in the following sections.

ESTIMATING POLICY POSITIONS FROM POLITICAL TEXTS: WHY SELECTION AND QUALITY OF TEXTS IS SO IMPORTANT

The selection of an appropriate set of texts is a crucial aspect of any type of text analysis, but probably even more so for methods that treat texts as objective data rather than as objects of subjective interpretation. The same presumably holds for the quality and nature of the source data, that is readability, spelling and pre-processing of political texts to be analysed. Human coders find it relatively easy to detect misspelled words, deleted pages, ‘junk’ text (such as line numbers, repeated chapter titles, etc.), but their coding of text may be unreliable. Computerised methods for processing texts, on the other hand, will treat good text and garbage text with the same impartial, unknowing, and perfect reliability. Given the rapidly advancing spread and sophistication of automated text analysis techniques, we draw attention to the potential for automated methods to be affected by undetected errors in text data, illustrating the dangers using three examples from the analysis of German party competition. Our examples use the Wordscores scaling technique of Laver, Benoit and Garry (LBG) to illustrate potential differences caused by selection effects from changing reference documents and scores. We have used Wordscores because of its simplicity and because of its explicit identification of training documents, although our point is a very general one and not intended to be restricted to any particular one of the text analysis methodologies used in this volume.

According to the CMP codebook, the Christian Democratic Union (CDU)’s 1962 election text coded by the project was entitled ‘Düsseldorf Declaration of the CDU’ (‘Düsseldorfer Erklärung der CDU’). This is in fact the correct title of the election manifesto adopted in 1965 at the CDU national convention in Düsseldorf. However, the CMP dataset coded not only the short Düsseldorf Declaration as the Christian Democratic election manifesto, but also comments made by a number of party officials on the content of the ‘Düsseldorfer Declaration’ that were added to the declaration in the brochure published after the party convention. For this reason, Proksch and Slapin decided to exclude the 1965 federal election from their analysis in their contribution in this volume. While the Düsseldorf Declaration contained only 599 words, the document coded by the Comparative Manifesto Project was 16,011 words long because it also included extra comments of the party officials. It is quite possible, then, that the 1965 position of the CDU/CSU estimated by the CMP might be biased because of the inclusion of speeches and comments on the real manifesto. To show that the use of the ‘extended’ version of the CDU manifesto in 1965 results in biased (or at least very different) estimates, we apply Wordscores to estimate the economic policy position of German parties for the federal election in 1965. Reference texts are the election manifestos of CDU/CSU, Social Democratic Party (SPD) and FDP in 1990, scored with data from the Laver and Hunt expert survey. As Table 1 indicates, when using the long version of the CDU election manifesto of 1965, i.e. the one that includes comments of CDU politicians on the programmatic document, one would conclude that the Christian Democrats...
adopted an economic policy position similar to that of the SPD, which would be a remarkable result, in particular when taking into account that the parties mentioned last formed a coalition government one year after the election. However, when using only the 599-word ‘Düsseldorf declaration’ as the CDU election manifesto without the speeches, the position of the Christian Democrats is clearly more uncertain and ranges between 8.4 and 19.1, so that no one could conclude that the CDU adopted an economic policy position close to the Social Democrats. Thus, the CMP dataset not only has to be handled with care because of missing information on measurement error, but also because of the inclusion of partly or fully misclassified documents.

A further example comes from the estimation of policy positions of German state parties from 1990 until 2008. In a study on government formation in the German states, Bräuninger and Debus used the Wordscores approach to estimate the programmatic heterogeneity of party coalitions on an economic and a social policy dimension. Application of the Wordscores technique, described in the contributions by Müller and by Bernauer and Bräuninger in this issue, requires the analyst to carefully select reference texts and to identify reference scores to anchor these reference texts. Bräuninger and Debus used the election manifests of the federal parties in 1990 and 2002 as their reference texts and scored them with positions taken from the expert surveys by Laver and Hunt (for the 1990 election manifests) and by Benoit and Laver (for the 2002 manifests). In 1990, the first election after unification, West German and East German Greens ran separate lists and, as they had postponed their unification until after the election, separate electoral platforms. The Greens in East Germany, competing under the name ‘Alliance 90/Greens’ (‘Bündnis 90/Grüne’), won 6.2 per cent of the vote in five Eastern Länder and thereby captured eight seats in the Bundestag. The West German Green Party, however, won only 4.8 per cent of the vote—short of the 5 per cent legal minimum required to win seats—and thus failed to gain any parliamentary representation. Because the 1990 election manifesto of the West German Greens was not available at the time of their study, Bräuninger and Debus used the manifesto of the East German Greens, which was much shorter than the manifesto of the Western section of the party. Using the East German Green Party manifesto along with reference scores from the Laver and Hunt study certainly is admittedly a second-best solution, as the party simply did not exist when Laver and Hunt gathered their data in 1989.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>95% Confidence interval</th>
<th>Total words scored</th>
<th>Share of scored words (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDU/CSU (long)</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>[6.5; 9.0]</td>
<td>13,161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDU/CSU (short)</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>[8.4; 19.1]</td>
<td>559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPD</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>[8.1; 10.3]</td>
<td>17,140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDP</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>[16.2; 20.4]</td>
<td>4,964</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Own calculations; reference texts are the federal election manifestos of CDU/CSU, SPD and FDP in 1990; reference scores are the Laver and Hunt estimates of German parties on the ‘increase taxes vs. cut spending’ dimension.*
Furthermore, the East German Greens were seen as clearly more moderate compared to the Greens in the West, which then were dominated by the fundamentalist left wing of the party. By examining the election manifesto of the West German Greens (available on the website of the party foundation), we can see what difference it makes. Table 2 shows the results of the estimated economic policy positions of the parties in the state of Hessen. We selected this state because its elections were held a few months after the federal elections of 1990 and 2002. As the results reveal, the only clear differences that emerge in the case of the Green party lie in its estimated economic policy position. When choosing the election manifesto of the West German Greens as a reference text, the economic policy positions of the Green party in Hessen in 1991 and in 2003 significantly shifts to the right if compared with the estimated position when using the election manifesto of the East German Greens as a reference text. In addition, the economic policy position of the ‘red–green’ coalition government that formed after the 1991 state election has a significantly more liberal position on the economic left/right axis when using the 1990 manifesto of the Eastern German Greens as one reference text. As this example clearly demonstrates, even when two parties appear to be the same, differences in the texts used as the basis for scaling may yield substantially different results, further underscoring the importance of carefully selecting texts for analysis.

One final example shows the importance of using ‘correct’ versions of election manifestos when estimating their policy positions. In their foundational article on the Wordscores method, LBG use German federal election manifestos from 1990 and 1994 to demonstrate the applicability of their fully language-blind method. The character-encoded data file of the election manifestos they used was provided by the CMP project. This file, however, had been altered to make it more useable for the type of hand-coded content analysis used by the CMP project. Not only did

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1991</th>
<th>2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1990 Election Manifesto of East German Greens used as reference text</td>
<td>1990 Election Manifesto of West German Greens used as reference text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDP</td>
<td>17.2 [16.7; 17.8]</td>
<td>16.8 [16.3; 17.4]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Estimates that are significantly different are shown in bold text.
all of the data files include running line numbers, but they also included duplicated text — (quasi-)sentences that were duplicated as many times as they were classified to one of the 56 thematic categories of the CMP coding scheme. Thus, some sentences and therefore words have an incorrectly high frequency, which should bias methods like Wordscores or Wordfish\(^25\) that rely on relative word frequencies for generating results.

Applying the Wordscores method to the CMP versions of German political texts from 1990 and 1994 and the original versions of these documents results in clear differences of the estimated policy positions as in the example before (see Table 3). The results presented in Table 3 are replications of the ones presented in the Laver, Benoit and Garry article. The first column provides the estimated position of German parties on the economic policy position in 1994 based on the uncorrected reference texts from 1990, while we used the ‘cleaned’ manifestos as reference texts to get the policy positions reported in the second column. Although the differences between the two estimations are generally not drastic — or statistically distinguishable when taking into account the standard errors — the two extreme parties’ positions are both significantly changed when the cleaned texts are used. The FDP position shifts to the centre by three points, and the PDS estimate appears as more centrist when using the erroneous texts: the economic position of the FDP is underestimated by nearly the three points (from the 1–20 point scale) and the Communist PDS is estimated as being more than two points further to the extreme left. While some of these differences arise from the rescaling method that LBG used to place scaled texts on the same metric as those of the reference texts, these differences nonetheless illustrate the importance of avoiding junk text that clearly has no substantive political information that would yield leverage on estimating party policy positions.\(^26\)

Small differences in the estimated policy positions may be substantial when policy positions are used as explanatory variables, as they typically are.\(^27\) When applying De Swaan’s theory of minimal ideological range coalitions\(^28\) to the above results, then a coalition between CDU/CSU and SPD is expected for 1994 when using party policy positions presented in the first column of Table 3 (and assuming that coalition formation in Germany is determined only by economic policy positions). The programmatic distance between the two largest German parties reaches a score of 3.0 according to the results provided by LBG,\(^29\) while the programmatic heterogeneity reaches 3.5 between the Christian parties and the Liberals. Using the estimates based on the

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Reference texts used by LBG</th>
<th>Corrected reference texts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDU/CSU</td>
<td>13.7 [12.9; 14.5]</td>
<td>13.2 [12.6; 13.8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPD</td>
<td>10.7 [9.9; 11.4]</td>
<td>10.7 [10.1; 11.2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDP</td>
<td>17.2 [16.8; 17.66]</td>
<td>14.1 [13.7; 14.4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bündnis 90/Greens</td>
<td>7.5 [7.0; 8.0]</td>
<td>7.1 [6.7; 7.5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDS</td>
<td>4.0 [3.0; 5.0]</td>
<td>1.3 [0.6; 2.0]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘corrected’ texts, however, the policy distance between Christian Democrats and the FDP is clearly smaller (0.9 units) than the distance between CDU/CSU and Social Democrats (2.5 units). Eventually, it was a Christian Democrat/FDP government that was formed under Chancellor Helmut Kohl. The example also alerts us to the fact that even language-blind methods may require language-fluent human analysts to detect such sources of error.

THE OPEN SOURCE ARCHIVE POLIDOC.NET

The above examples demonstrate how important it is to put great effort into carefully selecting political tests, carefully considering how they were generated and for what purpose, as well as paying careful attention to more quotidian matters such as detecting errors from text preparation, transcription, and encoding. These are all vital facets of efforts to produce replicable, valid, and comparable estimates of the ‘true’ preferences of political actors when using political texts as a source of information. While most of our focus here has been on the special version of these issues applied to computational, automated text analysis, they apply quite generally to any method of text analysis.

A key issue for text analysts concerns the availability of political texts for both original analysis and replication. Although the methods discussed by the contributions to this collection can be (and actually are) applied to different types of political texts, party manifestos are the class of political text studied the most extensively in political science. Manifestos are normally written a few months before each election and cover the policy positions of the respective party on all relevant issues. Parties use these documents to announce their policy positions to voters, as well as to mark their starting positions for the process of government formation following an election. Coalition negotiations often result in another important policy document: the coalition policy agreement. In that document, the parties involved in the government formation process formulate their policy goals for the forthcoming legislative period. A large number of studies in political science have focused on these topics and analysed the congruence between election manifestos, government declarations and coalition agreements. Despite being the most commonly studied kind of political text, however, it is still extremely difficult in practice simply to obtain original manifesto texts, either those used in widely cited articles, books, and datasets or yet unanalysed manifestos that might contain new and interesting information about party policy. Furthermore, once the hurdle of acquiring texts has been overcome, would-be analysts may also face the additional time-consuming tasks of scanning, encoding, cleaning, and pre-processing texts before they are ready for analysis. As the example above illustrates with the widely cited LBG using texts from the CMP, errors inherited from different levels of this text processing procedure may be quite subtle and difficult to detect.

To minimise these problems, we have established an electronic archive of political texts, polidoc.net, which maintains digital versions of election manifestos, coalition agreements, government declarations and various other documents of political actors from developed democracies. The aim of the repository is to provide political texts to facilitate scholarly research in this area but also to encourage researchers to share their documents with others. We invite everybody to participate in this project so that the political science community can easily make use of documents already...
collected. The archive has a website available at http://www.polidoc.net, and is maintained by the authors. All those political documents that we have used in our previous studies are online, so that our findings can be replicated. Other manifestos and speeches of politicians were collected originally by researchers named in the codebook available on the webpage. At the time of writing, there are more than 800 political documents from 12 Western European and North American countries available. In the case of Germany, for instance, we also provide around 400 election manifestos, coalition agreements and government programmes from the German Länder. All documents are provided as ASCII data files using a fixed set of pre-processing rules (e.g. page numbers removed) and therefore easy to import into word processing or text analytical software. After receiving the password, users can download the documents from the online archive, as required, by country and election year. A description and codebook provides more detailed information about the sources of the respective documents. This handbook will also be made available at the homepage of the online archive. As some students of party politics are interested in analysing political documents in a more qualitative manner, e.g. print style of the document, whether pictures are used and if so what message they intend to send, and so on, we also intend to provide documents in photograph-style format (e.g., in pdf file format).

STEPS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

One obvious next step in the development of the open access archive is to increase the country sample and to widen the time period the respective programmes reflect. This would allow for more intensive empirical tests of theoretical models of party system change, party competition, coalition politics and legislative decision-making in a comparative perspective. Changes in the programmatic profile of parties from Eastern European democracies, for instance, have not received great attention in the scholarly literature. While the expert surveys by Benoit and Laver as well as by Marks and Hooghe cover Eastern Europe, the limited time points at which these surveys collected data make it difficult to analyse the movement of party policy positions over time. The recent version of the CMP dataset includes the relevant party groups from the Eastern European democracies, but still codes – with the exception of the bipolar categories such as ‘Military: positive’ and ‘Military: negative’ – saliencies rather than positions that were mentioned in the election manifestos. A further incentive to continue the agenda of improving methods for extracting policy preferences from political text is the promise of unlocking information from historical texts, since unlike experts, texts never become forgetful, tired or just plain fed up at being asked to complete repeated questionnaires. Using roll call votes, research on the United States Congress and the British Parliament has yielded very important insights into the development of (intra-)party competition and parliamentary decision-making. In the case of Germany, studies of the voting behaviour in previous parliaments has also shown promising results when using data from parliamentary archives: recent studies focus on the German national assembly during the failed revolution in 1848 and 1849 on the Reichstag of the Weimar Republic between 1920 and 1932 and of the Bundesrat of the Federal Republic of Germany since 1949. The last-mentioned studies provide promising results on the dimensionality of parliaments.
and the position of each single actor (an MP or a state) on the extracted dimensions. In systems with party discipline, however, MPs may not always behave sincerely during roll call votes; in addition, roll call votes are not always representative of overall legislative activity where political preferences might play a role. Because it is widely thought that what is said (or written) may be more sincere and less subject to party discipline than voting, the analysis of historical texts such as party documents, election manifestos, legislative debates, and party convention speeches offer a rich source of historical information on party preferences for which few other methods hold any promise of being able to extract useful or indeed any, information. Finally, analysing the speeches of MPs or the documents of intra-party groups will help to relax the often criticised unitary actor assumption and to analyse intraparty heterogeneity more adequately. Related to this objective, a more detailed analysis of multi-level systems requires information on the preferences of political actors on the respective sub-national units, in particular in those states where political actors on the sub-national level have strong competencies. A number of studies analyse patterns of party competition at the regional level in one state, but none to date has established a comparative dataset on political preferences of different regional parties.

In this collection we have demonstrated various approaches to estimating political preferences from texts, and have outlined issues both theoretical and practical that will have to be addressed if future progress is to be made in applied, computational text analysis. Apart from methodological issues, furthermore, one of the most significant practical challenges that text analysts face lies simply in obtaining access to texts in a format that are ready for use. In order to reduce the barriers posed by this practical challenge, we have established the freely accessible archive polidoc.net to archive and disseminate textual data, and to establish a network for exchanging and accessing data that has been checked for errors and assured for quality. We hope that the effort will be supported and make it more likely that future generations of researchers, students, and analysts of all stripes will be able to focus more on producing valid and reliable findings from empirical studies of textual data rather than struggling unnecessarily to obtain and process texts.
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